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Relationship between age and prostate size

Shi-Jun Zhang1, Hai-Ning Qian2, Yan Zhao3, Kai Sun2, Hui-Qing Wang4, Guo-Qing Liang2, Feng-Hua Li1

and Zheng Li2

In a community-based study, the relationship between age and human prostate size was investigated in a population of men between

the ages of 40 and 70 years to determine the normal prostate increase curve equation. One thousand male volunteers were randomly

recruited from the Shanghai community, and the length, width, height, volume of the transition zone (TZ) and the whole prostates were

measured by transrectal ultrasound (TRUS). Each volunteer was evaluated by the International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS). Among

those who completed the examination, the mean prostate parameters were all positively associated with increased age. There were

statistically significant differences between each age group (P,0.05). The mean transition zone volume (TZV) had a higher increase

rate with age than the mean total prostate volume (TPV), indicating that the enlargement of the TZ contributed the most to the increase

in TPV. While all prostate parameters were positively correlated with the IPSS, the strongest correlation was associated with the TZ

length (TZL) and TZV. The growth curve equations for prostate width, height and length were also positively associated with increasing

age.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) has been a considerable health pro-

blem to aging men for its associated symptoms and complications.

Although not a life-threatening condition, BPH has a negative impact

on a patient’s quality of life, as evidenced in community and clinical

studies. BPH is considered a progressive disease and its greatest risk factor

for progression is age.1 Many studies have revealed a characteristic pattern

of human prostatic growth with age.2–4 Bosch et al.2 reported that the

average percentage increases in total prostate volume (TPV) and transition

zone volume (TZV) per year of follow-up were 2.2% and 3.5%, respec-

tively. Fukuta et al.5 conducted a cross-sectional community-based study

to investigate the changes in TPV in Japanese men aged 40–80 years. The

increase in prostate volume was measurable in each 10-year age group and

doubled from 5.5 ml in 40–49 years to 11.1 ml in 70–80 years.

While most of these studies were based on the TPV or TZV, the

growth pattern or rate of growth of the total prostate and TZ was not

investigated. Thus, the goal of this study was to investigate the increase

rate pattern of the width, height and length of the total prostate and the

TZ using transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), which made it possible to

visualize the different zones. This study may help to identify men at

increasing risk of BPH based on their prostate size and determine

subsequent treatment management to prevent the progression of BPH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

This study was conducted from November 2009 to June 2010 in the

Weifang Community in Shanghai, China, which has nearly 100 000

permanent residents. All the permanent residents’ personal informa-

tion was available in the community office. The stratified cluster

sampling method in a ratio of 10 : 1 was used to select 1000 men aged

40–70 years from the electoral rolls. A total of 864 men agreed to

participate in the study, but 64 refused the TRUS. Out of the 800

men who participated, men who underwent radical prostatectomy

and proctectomy, and who diagnosed with prostate cancer or were

unable to complete the TRUS were excluded. At last, 762 men were

involved in our study.

Prostate measurements and questionnaire

All the participants were invited to receive prostate measurement by

TRUS with a 6-MHz uniplanar scanning probe (M-Turbo; SonoSite,

Bothell, WA, USA), which was performed by an investigator who had

6 years of ultrasound experience. Under TRUS guidance, prostate

width (maximal transverse diameter) was measured on an axial image,

while prostate length (the longitudinal diameter as defined by the

distance between proximal external sphincter and urinary bladder)

and height (maximal antero-posterior diameter) were measured on

a mid-sagittal image.6 The TPV was calculated with the prolate ellip-

tical formula, p/63width3height3length.6–9 The transition zone

(TZ) was measured similarly to the above description. Length was

defined as the greatest longitudinal distance on the sagittal scan, and

width and height as the largest transverse and antero-posterior dis-

tance on axial scan. The TZV was also calculated with the prolate

elliptical formula.10
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Every participant was invited to perform a self-administered

International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) questionnaire.

Although a Chinese version of IPSS questionnaire was used,11 a uro-

logist, who had 10 years working experience, explained the question-

naire to participants.12 The IPSS questionnaire was comprised of seven

questions, which were stratified to determine the storage symptoms

and voiding symptoms.

Statistical analysis

All the participants were divided into three groups by age: 40–49 years,

50–59 years and 60–69 years. The analysis of variance was used to

determine the significant differences in prostate size between the three

age groups. The prostate increase model was established by the soft-

ware Origin 8.0 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA). A polynomial

equation was used to fit the prostate increase model and the growth-

over-time equations. Correlations between the IPSS and prostate mea-

surements were evaluated by Pearson’s correlation coefficients.

P,0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis

was performed with SPSS 13.0 (IBM; SPSS, Chicargo, IL, USA) for

Windows.

RESULTS

A total of 762 men participated in the study. They were divided into

groups by age: 106 in 40–49 years group, 335 in 50–59 years group and

321 in 60–70 years old group. The mean TPVs were increased signifi-

cantly (P50.0023). The mean TZVs for the three groups were also

significantly different among the groups (P,0.05). Table 1 shows the

mean width, height, length of total prostate and TZ parameters in each

age group. Among the three age groups, all parameters increased

significantly with age (P,0.05), indicating a positive correlation

between prostate size and age.

The percentage increase in prostate size ranged from 2.0% to 13.6%

for most parameters. To determine the rate at which prostate para-

meters increased with age, the following equations were calculated:

for width increase rate, Y51.631025x320.0021x210.0746x10.6772;

for length increase rate, Y51.631025x320.0018x210.073x20.6909;

and for height increase rate, Y522.431025x310.0033x220.1312x1

1.269, where x5age (40–70 years) (Figure 1). With these growth rate

equations, we determined that prostate width and height had relatively

stable growth rates compared to prostate height in men aged 40–70

years. However, in 60–70 years group, the growth rate as measured by

the length increase, exceeds the rate of the width increase. Thus, the

mean TZV per age group increased faster than the mean TPV, and

mean length per age group increased the fastest after the age of 60 years.

All of the participants in our study completed the IPSS question-

naire. Table 2 shows the relationship between the IPSS and the width,

height and length of the total prostate and TZ. Upon statistical ana-

lysis, each measurement was significantly positively correlated with

the total IPSS storage score and voiding score (P,0.001). The TZ

length (TZL) and the TZV had the strongest significant correlation

with the IPSS (r50.319 and 0.328, respectively; Figure 2). The cor-

relation between storage symptom scores and the TZL and the TZV

were slightly stronger than that between voiding symptom scores and

TZL (r50.284, 0.303 vs. 0.273, 0.288, respectively). In addition, TZV

had a relatively strong relationship with the IPSS question regarding a

weak stream.

Using a polynomial equation, the parameters data were used to

determine the prostate growth rate curve (Figure 3). The followings

are the growth rate increase curve equations for total prostate width,

height and length, respectively: Y5431026x420.0007x310.0373x22

0.6772x144, Y5263106x410.0011x320.0656x211.269x132, Y5431026

x20.0006x410.0365x320.69.9x2136, where x5age (40–70 years). Thus,

these equations could calculate the mean prostate measurements on the

basis of age.

DISCUSSION

Benign prostatic enlargement is the most common reason for lower

urinary tract symptoms and bladder outlet obstruction, and is also

an important determinant of BPH. Prostate volume is a crucial pre-

operative evaluation for prostate surgery. TRUS is a non-invasive and

inexpensive method for measuring different regions of the prostate.

Sech et al.13 reported that the reliability of TRUS for measuring total

prostate and TZV was high for examiners with different levels of

experience, although intra- and interobserver variability of TRUS in

Table 1 Various prostate measurements (mean6s.d.)

Age
Group 1

(40–49 years)

Group 2

(50–59 years)

Increase from

Group 1 to Group 2

(%)

Group 3

(60–70 years)

Increase from

Group 2 to Group 3

(%)

P

Width (mm) 44.4564.67 45.5364.70 2.4 46.6965.10 2.5 0.0134

Height (mm) 31.6664.38 32.3464.60 2.1 33.5065.91 3.6 0.0471

Length (mm) 37.5564.27 38.8964.64 3.5 41.1366.18 5.7 0.0002

TPV (mm) 28.1768.75 30.8369.64 9.4 35.03617.41 13.6 0.0023

TZW (mm) 30.2564.84 31.9265.15 5.5 34.2167.08 7.2 0.0001

TZH (mm) 21.6463.73 23.2464.58 7.4 25.0266.07 7.7 0.0001

TZL (mm) 25.2464.03 27.2064.46 7.8 29.4366.24 8.2 ,0.0001

TZV (mm) 8.9563.88 11.1565.95 24.6 14.92613.49 33.8 0.0001

Abbreviations: TPV, total prostate volume; TZH, transition zone height; TZL, transition zone length; TZV, transition zone volume; TZW, transition zone width.

Figure 1 Rate of increase in prostate measurements over time.
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prostate volume measurements has also been reported.14 Although the

3D TRUS images had lower variability and higher reliability than that

of 2D images, the 2D TRUS has been the preferred method for esti-

mating prostate volume as 3D TRUS is labor-intensive, time-consuming

and tedious to perform.10,14 Therefore, the TRUS is a reliable method for

measuring the prostates.

The size of the prostate typically increases throughout a man’s

lifetime.15,16 Different growth characteristics in each prostate zone

may contribute to differences in the overall growth rate with age.

The morphology and pathology of each prostate zone has been well

described.17 However, little is known about the growth characteristics

of each prostate region. Understanding prostate growth characteristics

is helpful for the diagnosis and management of early stage BPH, which

perhaps could delay its progression. One of the goals of this study

was to use TRUS to investigate the changes in total prostate and

TZVs with age.

The greatest increases in size were observed in the TZ and TPV

parameters and were significantly different between the age groups.

Increases in prostate width, height and length were also associated

with increased age but to a lesser extent than found in the TZ. In a

similar report by Bosch et al.,2 measured prostate volumes with TRUS

at baseline after 2.1 and 4.2 years in a community-based study and

Table 2 Pearson’s correlations of prostate measurements with IPSS

Width Length Height TPV TZW TZL TZH TZV

Q1 Incomplete emptying 0.104 0.114 0.133 0.160 0.149 0.145 0.163 0.191

Q2 Frequency 0.075 0.139 0.171 0.171 0.191 0.190 0.208 0.232

Q3 Intermittency 0.120 0.121 0.121 0.153 0.158 0.131 0.158 0.175

Q4 Urgency 0.145 0.164 0.213 0.207 0.206 0.195 0.230 0.241

Q5 Weak stream 0.196 0.187 0.221 0.230 0.262 0.262 0.270 0.271

Q6 Straining 0.161 0.176 0.194 0.207 0.262 0.234 0.259 0.253

Q7 Nocturia 0.078 0.175 0.167 0.185 0.211 0.236 0.237 0.258

Storage symptom 0.138 0.195 0.213 0.228 0.256 0.284 0.272 0.303

Voiding symptom 0.177 0.192 0.184 0.229 0.262 0.273 0.259 0.288

Total IPSS 0.168 0.212 0.195 0.241 0.291 0.319 0.279 0.328

Abbreviations: IPSS, International Prostate Symptom Score; TPV, total prostate volume; TZH, transition zone height; TZL, transition zone length; TZV, transition zone volume;

TZW, transition zone width.

Figure 2 Correlation coefficient between the transition zone length (TZL) and the

International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) (r50.319). Figure 3 Increase curves of prostate width, height and length.
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found that the average percentage increases in TPV and TZV per year

of follow-up were 2.2% and 3.5%, respectively. Their results were

similar to the results from this study, where the percentage increase

rates were found to be 9.4% and 13.6% for the age groups of 40–49 and

50–59 years, respectively. Similarly, Rhodes et al.3 found that the base-

line prostate volume was a good predictor for growth rate, and deter-

mined that while there was wide variability in prostate growth rate on

an individual level, prostate volumes appeared to increase steadily at

about 1.6% per year in a random population.

By comparing the percentage increase in prostate parameters in the

three age groups, the increase in the TZV was higher than that of the

total prostate. This demonstrates that the TZ growth was the main

contributor to the total prostate growth. Additionally, the peripheral

zone atrophied in many BPH patients. These changes in the TZ could

be attributed to several factors including changes in androgen levels

and changes in nodular size.17,18

From these parameters, prostate width and height had a relatively

stable rate of increase and changed little among men aged 40–49 and

50–59 years. However, after 60 years old, the rate of increase in pro-

state length increased, creating an increase in prostate diameter. This

shows that before the age of 60 years, the prostate grows slowly, while

after the age of 60 years, the length becomes the main growth line.

Intravesical prostatic protrusion has been implicated in the increase in

prostate length. Han et al.19 found that the degree of intravesical

prostatic protrusion was positively correlated with age (r50.210;

P,0.01) and an increase in intravesical prostatic protrusion contri-

buted to the prostate length increase, causing bladder outlet obstruc-

tion (BOO) in BPH patients.19–21 Another report by Guan et al.22

explored the correlation between the parameters of prostate volume

and urodynamic results in diagnosing BOO. By logistic regression

analysis, only the length, prostate volume and maximum flow rate

were found to be positively correlated with Schafer grading value.

Therefore, the length of the prostate could be used to evaluate the

BOO level. These findings are in accordance with our results.

Studies examining the correlation between prostate volume and

IPSS have been mixed. A few studies have shown a positive and sta-

tistically significant correlation.23–25 Wang et al.26 reported a correla-

tion coefficient of 0.27 between the prostate volume and the IPSS in a

Chinese survey, which is similar to the correlation found in this study.

Conversely, no correlation was found between TPV, TZV and the

prostate symptoms score evaluated by the IPSS in a study developed

by Kaplan et al.27 The discrepancy is that these studies are likely the

result of different study populations and methods. The TZL had a

better correlation with IPSS than TPV. Similar results were also found

by Lee et al.,28 in a study that showed that TZL was strongly correlated

with the IPSS (r50.266), even though the length of the total prostate

was not. It seems that the most important dimensional parameter in

prostates is the longitudinal diameter of the TZ, which travels in the

same direction as the urethra. It is possible that the faster increase in

length is a high risk factor for the BOO after the age of 60 years.

The storage score had a slightly stronger relationship with TZL,

TZH and TZV than the voiding score. It has been suggested that the

increase in TZL, TZH and TZV would be more likely to cause negative

storage symptoms than voiding symptoms, but the correlation coef-

ficient differed little. Some research has shown that there was no

significant difference between the two IPSS subscores.26 However,

Ezz el Din et al.29 found that the filling IPSS score had significant

correlation with prostate volume and voiding score, while the total

IPSS had not. In this study, only the IPSS question regarding a weak

stream had relatively higher correlation with the size of the TZ, and

this question was included in voiding symptoms. The increase in the

size of the TZ is likely a significant cause of weak urinary stream.

With these parameters of the prostate, the volume growth curve

equation was fitted to establish the prostate growth model. The human

prostate has an age-stratified growth pattern; it grows at different rates

in different age stages. Establishing the prostate increase equation

could be used as the basis of treatment and monitoring the effect of

BPH. A study by Xia et al.16 pointed out that the age-stratified growth

of the human prostate could be categorized into four life stages with

the second rapid growing phase from 50 to 90 years and the prostate

growth rate of 0.5–1.2 g per year. In this study, the sample age was

similar to the second rapid growing phase age and the equation was

fitted for an increase model for the ages 40–70 years. One study noted

that the overall prostatic growth increases with age and peaks with an

increase of 4.1564.98 ml per year between the ages of 56 and 65 years

and declines rapidly thereafter.30 Based on our results from the equa-

tion of increase curve, it is possible to calculate the mean prostate size

of volume, width, height and length in a man of any age between the

ages of 40 and 70 years.

A report from a community-based study in the Netherlands

demonstrated that the mean prostate volume in every age group was

larger than that of our study.2 Another study showed that the preva-

lence of digital rectal examination-detected enlarged prostate in West

African men was higher than previously reported for American men,

but the prevalence of lower urinary tract symptoms was lower than

previously reported for African Americans.31 These differences in pro-

state volume are likely due to cultural differences; as such, the equa-

tions may only be useful in a Chinese population or one with similar

cultural demographics.

A limitation of this study was that prostate parameters were taken

only at a single time point. The best way to monitor the prostate

growth pattern would be to perform a longitudinal study, where all

of the participants could be measured and followed for several years

in order to obtain an accurate growth rate. This study was a cross-

sectional observation of men from Shanghai, and future longitudinal

studies are warranted to confirm the present study results.

CONCLUSION

Larger prostate volumes and TZV were positively associated with

increased age, and the mean TZV per age group increased at a rate

faster than the TPV. The mean length of prostate increased faster than

the height and width, especially after the age of 60 years. The TZV and

TZL had a higher correlation with IPSS, indicating a link between

prostate size and symptoms of BPH. Using the width, height and

length growth rate equations, the mean size of the prostate could be

calculated in any man aged 40–70 years. These equations and models

can facilitate further studies about prostate growth and may enable

early diagnosis of BPH.
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